Skill Sets (Advanced Courses)
Skill sets have recently been developed for qualified technicians to further the knowledge and
they are available exclusively online anywhere and anytime. If you have already acquired the
knowledge you might qualify for RPL or partial training.
.
.
AURSS00023 - Advanced Body Repair Skill Set
The skill set targets automotive body repair technicians who require the skills and knowledge to
conduct advanced body repairs. It covers the fundamental requirements for body repair
technicians to conduct advanced body repairs.
Units:


AURETH4011 Deactivate and reinitialise power supply in hybrid electric vehicles



AURVTA3002 Remove and replace supplementary restraint systems



AURVTN3023 Remove and replace adhesive bonded panels and structures



AURVTN3028 Identify and repair high strength steel components




AURVTN3029 Set up and operate universal measuring systems
AURVTN3035 Apply original equipment manufacturer repair procedures

Cost: $2160
.
.
AURSS00024 - Advanced Body Repair Welding Skill Set
The skill set targets automotive body repair technicians who require the skills and knowledge to
conduct advanced body repairs. It covers the fundamental requirements for body repair
technicians to conduct advanced body repair welding.
Units:


AURTTA3020 Apply heat-induction processes




AURVTW2003 Carry out gas metal arc welding procedures
AURVTW2005 Carry out spot welding procedures

Cost: $1080
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.
.
AURSS00025 - Advanced Vehicle Refinishing Skill Set
The skill set targets automotive refinishing technicians.It covers the fundamental requirements
for automotive refinishing technicians to conduct advanced refinishing activities.
Units:


AURETH4011 Deactivate and reinitialise power supply in hybrid electric vehicles



AURVTN3035 Apply original equipment manufacturer repair procedures



AURVTP3018 Carry out paint rectification for multi-layer and pearl using two
component systems




AURVTP3024 Mix and apply clear over-base multi-layer pearl refinishing materials
AURVTP3025 Mix and apply water-based refinishing materials

Cost: $1800
.

RPL Discount: Some students may be eligible for RPL (Recognition of Prior Learning) and these
units will be reduced by 50%. Example, if a student can RPL 2 units out of 5, s/he will pay 3
units at $360 and 2 units at $180. Total cost $1440. The same principle applies for all Skill
Sets.
.
GST: There is no GST charge for accredited training
.
Funding: The Honourable Treasurer Joe Hockey in his budget 2014, cancelled then National
Workforce Development Fund and as of today, there is no alternative available, nor is it
expected in the near future.
.
Enrolments: The first courses are planned for mid 2014. Print the enrolment form, fill in all the
details and email it to admin@automotive-academy.com or Fax it to 07 4054 299.
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Delivery: These are online courses and can be accessed from anywhere. Most units have a
CrashChat. These are live training sessions and, providing that you have a headset with a
microphone, you can speak with your trainer. The workbooks you can do at your own pace and
send them to your trainer for marking.
Your trainer will return the books for corrections or he contacts you for a review.
Most units have a practical component that you will perform at your workplace and we prefer
that this is on a real job and not simulated.
Assessments vary from unit to unit, but can be a practical task, a set of questions, a
professional conversation on the phone or a combination of them.
.
RPL: Depending on your experience, some of these units can be RPL'd, meaning, we can assess
if you have sufficient experience to fulfil the criteria without training.
.
More information: For more information or expression of interest, email admin@automotiveacademy.com or contact us on 07 4054 2990
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